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.. 44 I. INTRODUCTION AND ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT
This Annual Summary Report is organized as follows. Section II lists the personnel involved in the research. Section m gives for the period covered a bibliography of publications, reports, dissertations, and communications resulting from the sponsored research. The items are listed to facilitate easy reference in the main body of the report.
Section IV summarizes selected research results grouped according to the four principal task areas originally proposed: (A) scattering of high-frequency sound by elastic objects in water, (B) radiation mechanisms for fluid loaded membranes and plates, (C) cauftic wavefields and diffraction catastrophes, and (D) the interaction of sound with sound mediated by a suspension of particles. Summarized in the final subsection is (E) supplemental research and scholarship. Section V, which is Appendix A, gives a paper that has been submitted for publication which describes aspects of the research.
II. PERSONNEL
The following persons participated in the research.
Graduate students 1 A. Scattering of high-frequency sound by elastic objects in water.
The emphasis of this research program has been on high-frequency scattering for situations where the elastic contributions to backscattering are large. For situations where the scatterer is an elastic shell, various excited elastic waves of interest are not desirable by theories for scattering by thin shells being developed by other researchers. Thus, for example, it is usually necessary to rely on dispersion relations based on the full equations of elasticity with fluid loading (instead of the much simpler equations of a fluid-loaded "thin shell"). This restriction is a consequence of the scattering processes of interest occurring at high frequencies where the assumptions of "thin shell theory" break down irrespective of the shell thickness. Some of the results are also applicable to leaky Rayleigh waves and to aspects of ultrasonic nondestructive testing.
From January through mid April of 1993 Marston was a visiting scientist with the Advanced Sonar Division of the Applied Research Laboratories of the University of Texas at Austin and was supported by the ARL:UT Independent Research and Develop-nent Program. During this period he was able to show how some of the methods developed with the support of this grant have application to scattering from some targets on interest at high-frequencies used in high-resolution sonar systems.
Some specific accomplishments and areas of progress will now be summarized.
1.
Backscattering of chirped tone bursts near the coincidence frequency of a thin shell: experiments and analysis. One objective of these experiments was to determine the effects of sweeping an incident tone burst through the region of the coincidence frequency for an empty thin spherical shell. Previously a large enhancement had been observed and analyzed for tone bursts of fixed carrier frequency and short duration [Zhang, Sun, ] . For metallic objects, the frequency of the enhancement is typically close to the condition kh -1 where h is the shell thickness which may be estimated from knowledge of the enhancement. The new experiments and analysis show that th,• enhancement is not destroyed by sweeping through the coincidence region. For the greatest enhancement, the incident signal should be chirped from high-to-low at a rate where the scatterer acts like a matched filter to give maximum compression of the scattered burst These results are described in a paper published in the Journal of the Acoustical Society of AmericaJ 2 and are summarized here in a section of Appendix A. 2 . Observations of the backwards-wave high-frequency enhancement of backscattering by a shell.
Also, summarized in a section of Appendix A is research into a large enhancement of the backscattering that was observed and modeled. As illustrated by Fig. 3 of Appendix A the rays of interest do not propagate around the shadow side of the scatterer so that the detailed shape of the shadow side of the scatterer is irrelevant. D. H. Hughes contributed to the theory for the process in his 1992 Ph.D. dissertation.TI A detailed discussion of Kaduchak's experiments along with the theory has been accepted for publication in the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America.J 14 Figure I reproduces the abstract of this manuscript which serves to summarize the results. computational result based on a background subtraction. The ray approximation is also in good agreement at the highest frequency side where the enhancement is weaker. In related work the actual surface displacements on a cylindrical shell were computed with an incident sound wave burst at a frequency in the region of the backwards wave. The displacements manifest a backwards wave having group and phase velocities in agreement with theory. These results were presentedMI I and submitted for publication.) 15 3 . Time-frequency analysis of scattering by thin shells based on smooth Wiguer distribution function and related derived quantities.
Hughes explored in his 1992 Ph.D. dissertationTi the application of the smooth Wigner distribution function (SWDF) to the information content of the impulse response of a thin shell. One aspect of this research, which was published in the Journal of the Acoustical Society of AmericaM 6 shows how a derived quantity, the local temporal variance (or temporal spread) of the raw WDF, has potential application as a spectroscopic observable in scattering measurements. The analysis makes quantitative the idea that the impulse response decays more slowly for frequency bands close to a resonance. In related work, the decay rate for the amplitude of wave packets in a frequency band was directly measured from a numerically evaluated SWDF of the impulse response for a 2.5% thick stainless steel shell in water. The curve in Fig. 3(b) is the ray theory result (base on 01 and cg/ from elasticity theory for I = so). There is good agreement with the result directly from the smooth Wigner distribution function. 4 . Novel source of plane wave impulses and application to measuring the Impulse response for backscattering by thin shells.
A new transducer configuration was developed with the support of this grant for the measurenent of the response of a target to a plane wave impulse. The source consisted of a large sheet of PVDF piezoelectric polymer. In response to a step voltage input, the radiated pressure signature approximates a pressure impulse for spectral components below about 1 and was found to be associated with the finite inertia of the shelL The shell used in the expri=n has a thickness to radius ratio of 2.3% for which these scatteing phenomena cc" bewm 8 and 40 kHz. 
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5.
Dependence of the bipolar specular reflection on the mass-per-area of a shell. An analytical model was develope&d 19 for the bipolar specular feature evident in Fig. 6 (a) and (b) . feature can be used to estimate pEh. 6 . Fresnel width of the coupling region for leaky waves on smooth elastic scatterers and radiators.
Late in 1992, Marston carried out an analysis of the angular width of the region where a leaky wave couples onto or detaches from a smooth scatterer. The understanding of this width is important to the understanding of the resolution and limitations of ray theory of Lamb waves on shells and Rayleigh waves on smooth curved solids. This work was presented and has been accepted for publication in the Jowwnal of the Acoustical Society of America. Figure 3 gives the abstract of that paper which notes a connection to radiation poblems as well as to scattering. The emphasis of the paper was influenced by the experience with the Advanced Sonar Division (ARL:University of Texas) in Spring 1993. 9 .M14 The azplit&d of the radiated leaky wave contribution at a surface point is parameterized by an arc length s along the surface. It is related to the incident wave amplitude pin(s) at s' by the following convolution with the one-sided spatial response function h for twodimensional scatterers
As noted in the abstract Marston's previous results for the coupling coefficient GI for a circular cylinder is recovered as a special case. For thin shells when the frequency is not large the phase of h is altered from the limiting form given in Fig. 9 . The result may prove to be useful for the synthesis of wavefieds resulting from a superposition of leaky wave contributions from randomly curved surfaces (see also Sec. Cl.) Marslon in a way that should be applicable to thick or thin shells and give insight into ray theory for other high frequency scattering situations where the residues of leaky wave poles may be difficult to evaluate analytically. The result has been accepted for publicationJ1 7 and the abstract is shown in Fig. 10 . For the limiting case of a thin shell one of the phase corrections, which varies as (k)-1, agrees with a result of Rebinsky and Norris (to be published) based on thin shell theory. For thin shells, approximations of leaky wave reidues have also been introduced by Ho A novel high-frequency formulation is investigated that approximates the leaky wave amplitude at the scatterer in terms of a spatial convolution of the local incident wave pressure and a one-sided line response function h(s>O) = -ja exp(-as+ikjs). Here, s is the propaation distance along the fiat or curved surface, a is the reciprocal of the attenuation length, k, the real part of the wave number, and j = 1 for equal fluid loading on both sides of a plate but j=2 for one4ided fluid loading of a shell or for Rayleigh waves on a solid. Application to plane waves incident on cylindrical surfaces (empty shell or solid) of slowly varying curvature yidds the following far-field amplitude from a leaky ray propagting a distance S on the surface: pj---2apj(2waja 2 / kr)1/ 2 exp(-aS+iv/4+hj), where a, and a 2 are the radii of curvature at the launching and detachment regions and t is a geometrical phase accumulation. When a1=02, the coupling coefficient G, for a circular cylinder derived previously is recovered. Consider a solid object cut with square corners which may have a random orientation relative to the direction of incident sound from a high-frequency sonar. The question of interest is to identify the most likely mechanism for producing a strongly b cered signal. Research carried out by K. Gipson has confirmed the existence of a mechanism that is more likely to occur than specular reflection back towards the source. (The specular mechanism requires that two of the Euler angles of the scatterer lie in a narrow range while the mechanism studied here puts narrow limits on only one of the Euler angles.) The novel mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 11 : a Rayleigh wave is launched on the stainless-steel block in water such that after reflection from two edges the radiated wavefront is directed back towards the source. It is necessary only that the angle of incidence lie within about a degree of the Rayleigh angle OR of the elastic material. The 
B. Radiation mechanisms for fluid-loaded membranes and plates
Matula completed a Ph.D. dissertationT 2 that describes a series of experizaents on this topic with waves excited by EMATs (electromagnetics acoustic transducers). An important result of the research is the characterization of the transition radiation that occurs when a subsonic flexural wavepacket on the plate first crosses the free surface of the water. This is summarized in the abstractM1 2 here in Fig. 13 and in one section of Appendix A "
•_ Rayleigh (Fig. 16) , these peaks are shown to be stable over a period of several hours when the acoustic pump amplitude is held constant. Another configuration is also being tested for the detection of the Bragg signal that is much more easily aligned. 
E. Supplemental research and scholarship

Marston completed the editing of a book of Selected Papers on Geomerical Aspects
oVfScattering subsequently published by SPIEBI The papers were selected firm the world literature MFg. 17) and are intended to be of value to students as well as seasoned researchers. While emphasis from the SPIE series editor was for a volume em• ag light scatmeing, severd papers of value to acousticians were also included. These include a trandadon of Debye's paper introducing what is now known as the Debye expansion. The translation was prepared with assistance from researchers that were previously students in Marston's prgmuLD 2 In other work, an overview chapter of light scattering properties of bbbe was submited9 3 and related previous work publishedP A discussion of the relaonship between sound waves and Glauber coherent states of phonons was 
ABSTRACr
Coupling pwoessws that can be ip.tani to die radiation and scttrigofhigh-fiquency soundby objects in watrn were investigated. one of tme prcesses cause a prminn enhancement if ba-ck-ca-tuins by-a shell as a cosqune f backowad-dhuncd lek abwave in which the pmand proup velocities have copos~ irectXon. A fay model shows how such elastic energy is swongly brsokcaered wtotpro"9aatl 7 wsound the shell. The mypeitn r upporte by eprmns The enacmetgnerally lifs close toth firs thickness resonance of fth shell. A may picture is also apple to enane bakctin of chre 9te bursts eam the coincidence frequency of thin shells The radiation by a subsonic wave an a pl Malte e ing from a sudden chang in fluid loading was als measured. A flexural wave propagating dona Vertical plate; in air sadisate when it crosses into water.
DINRODUCTION
Quantiative my -~uetal ofo ampyltde ftr de scauerfugof sound by hollow elastic shells in WaSW were 1osdrdth 1990 a8d 199)2 11.ng.esses [1,21 of thatdicsonwsnlek Limb wave conulbutions to scattrngbyt hk sph ricsels, an *n fsed-tl cteigo fom functions. and on acctergofsrttone bmna h omneaq c fti *ia shells CoMplt ccut of some related work have been d separately tince the 1992 Congpess [3-8].
The tie-reuecyanlyi of the impulse respwonseodsuse 2 ndMtda ale -~f~ [-0 thdd s es aft ementi-a ed-lin of rea rwh from relatd recent reaeawch by other gropps 111-131 is tha the usua implicao is not made tha reuces thednail equations to those of a thin die (as is done In foomnlatis of shell thory Fourier synthesis of die bkcatirgdiindettone burst was maufficieudy doa duit the earlim so . wave contribution was lawe hn iddsic from, the specular eoamlbutio.. Over a bend ofa uece newr die coincienc frqec.teeristo. contribution was large dim that ofldhe specular echo, with a p-eak nhancement of ap~ixinasely 3. 1. Ray diecy indicates that dhe leve olie wnu enancmen deend ony weakly an shell thickness ovde the thickness-to-radius ratio bla is sufficiently small doat die coincidenc frequency is large. (Fw or coincidence frequency is not hrfom ka -afiwhenk -G andc is the UisCo(und in water.) Theexeiet [6] were for a stainless saee 304 shell1 having b/a -0.0228 with a radius a -A&l -m so that die mxumenhancement was near ha 50. 8 . corresondingto a freuencyof 320 kil
The eperient nd aaysis sunmwbird below wer for die same shell but with a chirped Incident buust A cenladon of interest is the following: hs die enhancement degraded by chirping the incident burst? his to Select the chirp rate ID be sufficently rapid for the Incident bums to scan throug the znweoldie conidenc enhancement suchd" that die tolal duraion of di incident burst is sufficentl shr for the speum echo to remain distinct from the leading so. waoe echo. The exeiets wer carried out with die shell tetherd-from below by a thin fishing line in a redwood tank (Fig, 1). Figure2ilustrates the Most important expeimenal esults (14]. In (a)ý dieburst is chirped from high-to-ow as evident from the specular echo on the lef whch imistde Incident burst. The range, swept is 218 to 436 kHz. The wigpatur is to be compred with %b) where teIncident burst is swept from low-wohigli, These signatures wralocompared witth sigunate for an incident burst of simila duration but with the steady frequency near the maximumn enhancement (320kHz) A Fourier synthesis of die sigaus was also carried out for a range of sweep rates. The ePermna *m1asur1ements and the afo-rementioned comparison show die following: (i) for adownward sweep the guided-wave echo can be larger in amplitude (and ranower) Urnn, the unswept ri u inu sipmamr (4) forma T h uie-av cois degraded in ampliud and generally spread out in tm.Tercr swepthe guiedwavttes sweep rate of maximum enhancement. An analysis, based in pan on ray theory and prperties of theipus hemponse, describes how die guided wave echo amplitude depends on sweep rate [14] . The rate wihmu m th de apidetnsto counteract tedise ron of dhe propagation timethtresults from thbrqec eedn eofdeguided-wave group velocity. T'he guided-wave satrn process acts as a matched, filter fordie ptinum incident burst. The experiment and analysis suggesti thatde thickness ofdie shell may be e-tiatdby observing die bakctelg of chirped bursts.
BACKWARDS WAVE HIGH-FREQUENCY ENHANCEMENT
fl=r has been inters and a Pm-deat amount of conjecture concerning a poiethigh-fr"unc enhancement that had been, calculated fromtb di ata-wave seinks (PMS) for backscatsering by spitencal shells. The enhancement has been said to be asoitdwith a thicnes qus-eoac n rsnnesatrn theory (WT mtho d is suggest the presence of a guided wave having a group velocit with theopst direction as the phase velocity 
In rowkepeient a 5304 shell
Was speddwith a cofgninsimilar to that shown in Fig.  1 xcptthta eeleprb 4 . The dstinct specular eebI viileonly at the beginming of die umac and the enhanced echo is seen to be ouhlargerthan the toks of'valemm enhancement in Fig. 4 is seen to be prmtsince die signal builds :U t ale rpkl = waves wre able to y I louivgt i back side ofldie LL hisI, nqaliatve ag Lreemen with the ray echManismIM daga une i w 
where t -arcsin (c~j) is the lunchin ad detachment agle diapamd -n Mlg 3 -An -. > 0 isthe phabhe ve" ýb backwards wave. '11w form of (Ia) follows Hmeitl frmtegnrltion of the high ka VrM to di op cefcetfrordinary leaky waves [14.23] to die present case, while the phase llV takes into account th lcws C)phase velocity of a wave wt on lcws CW ru velocity [17]., Equatons (ft) and (lb) have also been analytically derived as ahigh ia approximation. Thec phase and die original motivation for Fig. 3 follow fixn die usual condition thttedirection of die phase evoluio of the surface strins is determined by die diPrectio, of die phase velocity, while the nrrao is determined by die direction of die group velocity. The surfaed ý=tery ece on havenaclockwisephs evolution ec i radiation is backwards Thced positive xt2 term in ill accounts for die phse dustment from p-pgtino a bcwrswave through the polar caustic. While the di~agra in Fig. 3 shows only a CC ru vlct contribution. it is important to tremmerrt that Fig. 3 is to be rotated about die, CC axis from the a*a symmetry of the shell. The expression in Eq. (1) approxim thesi of te rsulingclass of ray contributions. canpeonlyibetW ;summarize i (1) spc viabebmI both kinds of tests, itiscovenient to group the backwards wave contribution with die specular contribution (associated with reflection from the region around C' since as evident in F1s. 4 , it is difficul to distinguish between such contributions in a quasd-steady-state measurerment. The cominned ray contribution becomes subtrActn ul ordinar leky wave contributions f 1 fron thde exact complex f (from the PWS). These fl are approimate as previously described [1] [2] [3] [4] 23) . It is not necessary to subtract off any subsonic wave E a -rbtin sic ditrheliil nde high x regon of interst The copaisn generally supports the ackwards-wv ap xm Tio of-thuhI9oeetm thes die cobiedcontiibuto as x apoce xLR Th ~rtatSesul is tht fngreatly exceeds tf.mj -1, and die backwards wave cotiuinis gvsdirecmtl byn Z peak of die dashed cowv in Fig. 4 (0b-and on the PWS) and in aplot of Iti in this region
The combilned spclrand backwards wave contribution to f was measured as a function of ira from "qus-stedy-awe mesreetslkeft. . (eonetrical sp dngfcors were accounted ýfor by a ratioing prce4eMih taken in a dHffESPPt ira region whee the spcua con iUtiWJ on is distinct fromr other eaue.The maxmim contribution to III ape well with VMWL am way forom die peak die meau rePments dly lie lopsermdashd curve [17]. Sincedie backwards wave pocess digrmed in Fig. 3 ] . Tone bursts Propagate away from the EMAT up the plate in air (out of the region of interes) and down the plate (toward the mir-water intrfaclTe) b wavelength along the. plat in air is 3 cm and is determined by the coil spacin of the EMAT. The wave packet launchd by the EMAT resembles wave packets launched by an EMAT ona-memnbrane 126,M7: Ute displacements at the carrier frequenc build up lieal in time to a steady level which is followed by a decay that is srnxnesric with the build up. % ,e duration ofthe staylevel (typically in excess of 8 cycles) is sufficiently long in the experiment to be sumnmarizad that the&. meainuer of interest simnulated steady-state conditions for the radiationyprcess under consideration.
The frequency and mode of the wave driven by the EMAT am such that a major Component Of the transmitted waiefield in water is that of a flexural wave packet that propagtes, down the fluid-loaded pltwith a susoi phase velocity. There is also a component that radiates from near where the plate crosses Ch airwater interface that is termed transition radiation. Any sound radiated from the portion of the plate in air can be shown to be too weakly transtritted into the water to affect the amplitudle measurements to be sumrmarized. It is Ais a pprpiate to commens on the properties of the subsonic nmusmiutted evanescent wave measured sufficiently belw'the surface that other contributions could be neglectedL Let:x denote the distance along the plate from the interface and:z the distance from the plate. All measuremnents were made, with a hydrophone located in a vertical plane containing the centerline of the plate. The x and z coordinates of fth hydrophone were scanned by stepper motor driven linear positioning systems. In the first set of measurements x was increased incremnentally beginning with 381 mini at a fixed small value for z. Fromn the phase, evolution of the tone burs the phase velocity was determined to be cl -0.75 ± 0.01 mnungi which is close to the calculated value of 0.741Z nr from hill elasticity theory for an unbounded plate in water. Using a cross correlation of signals with different x the group velocity of the wave packet was measured to be cE,=-1.50 ± 0.02 MmnrS, which is close to the value from the full elastic equations of 1I0 mmizs. (TheOl modiflciations to cl and cSI resulting from the finite width of the plate are anticipated to be small 116].) From the usual theory of evanescent waveflelds [26] , the presur decays exponentially with the distance from the plate as where kmWcj, and ic (wci)[(cklc) 2 -11t12 where c - 1.48 rrmidAS is the. speed of sound in water. The IOmeaue dxoetal decay, determined by scanning z. gave Ific -4.7 nun which is close to the theoretical value of 4.81m biius differs, significantly fomn the vatlue of 5.03 nun obtained when classical (thin) plate theory is used in the calculation of ci.
Vhile the flexuald wave packet aFPpears to propa gate down the plate without significant attenuation or ndlaiadn when x Is large, the interface at:x -0 significantly affect the wavefleld as a, consequence of the sudden changein flidloading theeTo explrethewavefleld a raste scan in: and z was made near the interface. FgRpm 7 shows the -.
sue0eu-a mlud contour of th p kssr with an increment between contours of 2.5 dB. Haere ke -0.23W u ;is h aluae wave nmbe aong fth paen as in E. (), and rom -Dc -0.119 ua t isfthewavenumber in wasi. (There has been an effecive stechn of thez coordinate in Fig. 7 since the actual region scanned was 178 minby 30 nmmin x SWdz, respectively.) Some qualitative features of ftg 7manybe sumumarized as follows (I) for ali values of a, Vdecreaseawbn xisdecreasedto He closeto the suface, and Wii in the region sclumed, there are thre distic locations where Ipi is small coeponin to the, 6=e durkestvsce Additional mesreet o h phase evoluto as the hydrophone is scannnedthog fte minima Amdkt W rWMe-spond to presuenul (or waern ilctos128]) where the phase is 
wher acoi = [x(xd~2 + z)J-0.99. The age MenMwt the measured spacing of kw&x -12M supports the asserton diet ur MMhsgl4 cylindMca wve orignats close to fte intrae The amplitude of that Wave mist dapm!ondinan~m~ate o ie eemfcedueso she aForment ioeprese relas condition. An ofwodwdtmmso radiaton problemns with discontinuous change in surface conditions qlaas e aidol hnI of tho wavefleld. Barbone's geometrical construction t29], when applied to the inmwyroblem, indicates there is a region near the interface, bounded by a line of constant ope, where 40 %mm'il-yr evlanescentP wavefield of the subsonic Vlat wave can not penetrate. The line is labeled the "surfce wave boundary" in Fqg. 7 . In this forbidden egion there should be an absence of interference strucure as 1ndicaled by ft m umeft
The radiation carrid e diverging wave is tined transition radiation since it is at least ptlly analogpus to the transition radiation of energetic (but locally subuninad) charged particles upon pasing through dielectric intrface (30]. Hydrophone measurements confirm that the transition radiation is easily detected in the hfie %orresponding to large values of x and z. In that region the wavefront is not cylindrical as a "consequence of the finite width of the plat The reader is referred to the original report for a oaumfitaive discuWon of the farlield [115. The important conclusion is that the discontinit in fluid loading causes farfield radiation as well as the nearfield interference structure. While the reflection of flexural waves by such an interface has been previously analyzed from dhe framework of classical thin plate theory [32] , ther appears to have been no previous evaluation or exploration of dte details of the wavefleld. Comparison of Fig. 7 with the known wavefield of a line force applied to an infinite plate (31] shows some important differences such as property (i) noted above.
it is a t note that the transition radiation mechanism evident in Fig. 7 should also cause enhanced radiWtion by subsonic wave packets on shells with discontinuous fluid loading. For example, the shell may float so as to cross the free surface of the water. The flexural wave studied her for the plate corresponds to the a 0 . flexural wave previously discussed for shells (2,•-7] except for frequencies sufficiently low that the curvature of the shell becomes important [9] . When the fluid-loaded plate root for the subsonic wave under Consid ramion is extended to frequencies beyond 100 kHz the root always remains subsonic, as is the case for the W0. shell rooL This plate root corresponds to an antisymmetric wave subsonic root identified in the early work of Osborne and Hart [33] .
CLOSING COMMENTS AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT
In the coupling mechanisms summarized here the elastic p of the plate or shell are important. In other recent publications, waveieflds resulting from the reflection of sound by shells having mor complicated shapes were analyzed and measured [4, 34, 35] . In those cases, however, the complexity of the wavefield resulted from a three-dimensional caustic produced by reflection. Geometrical prop;eres of several other micated scattered waveflelds have been summarized [36] and some limitations of geometrical methods have benexamined [4,241. This work was supported by the U.S. Office of Naval Research.
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